Abstract A semi-gas kinetics (SGK) model for performance analyses of flowing chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) is presented. In this model, the oxygen-iodine reaction gas flow is treated as a continuous medium, and the effect of thermal motions of particles of different laser energy levels on the performances of the COIL is included and the velocity distribution function equations are solved by using the double-parameter perturbational method. For a premixed flow, effects of different chemical reaction systems, different gain saturation models and temperature, pressure, yield of excited oxygen, iodine concentration and frequency-shift on the performances of the COIL are computed, and the calculated output power agrees well with the experimental data. The results indicate that the power extraction of the SGK model considering 21 reactions is close to those when only the reversible pumping reaction is considered, while different gain saturation models and adjustable parameters greatly affect the output power, the optimal threshold gain range, and the length of power extraction. 
The gas pressure in a laser cavity of flowing chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) is about 133.3-1333 Pa [1] . In this pressure range, effects of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening competing with each other on the performances of a COIL are noticeable. Generally, a rate equation (RE) model is adopted to the performance modeling of a supersonic COIL, such as in refs. [1ü4] . This model assumes the spectral line profile is homogeneously broadened. Homogeneous broadening assumption simplified greatly the treatment of problems, and the reasons of adopting homogeneous broadening model to the condition of inhomogeneous broadening being predominant in the HF and DF chemical laser were discussed in ref. [5] .
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However, the RE model cannot consider frequency characteristics of the spectral line profile and cannot explain the anomalous gain saturation in HF/DF chemical laser experiments [5, 6] . A semi-gas kinetics (SGK) model [6ü8] can solve simultaneously the continuous medium equations for the macroscopic gas flow and the velocity distribution function equations for the lasing energy level particles. Thus, the SGK model could predict exactly the anomalous gain saturation and anomalous saturation line profile in HF chemical lasers [9, 10] , and the gain saturation theory of gas lasers (there is no macroscopic flow in it) and the RE model of gas flow lasers were included in it as special cases. The performance calculation of supersonic HF/DF chemical lasers indicated that there is obvious difference between the performance predictions of the SGK model and the RE model when both homogeneous broadening and inhomogeneous broadening are of importance, especially when inhomogeneous broadening is predominant [6ü8] .
The gas pressure range in a supersonic COIL cavity is nearly the same as that in the HF/DF chemical lasers [1, 5] . Therefore, in order to optimize the adjustable parameters of a supersonic COIL, it is necessary to deduce the SGK model for performance analyses of a supersonic COIL and compare performances predicted by the SGK model with those by the RE model. Apparently, in the development of supersonic HF/DF chemical lasers and supersonic COIL it is quite important to ensure the optimization of adjustable parameters. For example, the output power was raised from a few watts of multi-mode to several thousand watts of near-diffraction limit in tens of years for flowing HF chemical lasers [5] . There are also great disparities in the chemical efficiencies of supersonic COIL experiments [11] . Herein spectral line broadening (SLB) model is one of the key factors in explaining the disparities besides the flowing factors and an appropriate SLB model can play an important role in optimizing the adjustable parameters. Thus, it is important to examine and develop different SLB models in the COIL.
About the chemical reaction system, Perram et al. [12] presented a "standard" reaction system for COIL. There are as many as 53 reactions in it. Perram also presented a simplified reaction system with 13 reactions and compared it with the one with 53 reactions [13] , and concluded that the simplified reaction system can basically reflect the variation of density of all components in typical operating conditions. Carrol et al. [14] and Paschkewitz et al. [15] examined the effect of different reaction systems on the performance of COIL and believe that the reaction system with 8 reactions give a prediction of power on the high side. There are many means in choosing the reaction systems, and here a chemical reaction system of 10 components and 21 reactions is ultilized.
Flow and chemical reaction model in flowing COIL
In the COIL, the excited oxygen is produced by reaction of KOH (or NaOH), chlorine and water vapour, and there is a mass of water vapour in the excited oxygen gas flow. The water vapour is a strong deactivator, and a mass of heat is produced in these deactivating reactions and this may lead to serious problems, i.e., "heat jam". Thus it is necessary to remove most water vapour with a condensator. After removing the water by a condensator, the excited oxygen is mixed with iodine vapour and a great mass of diluent, usually Heidner, or nitrogen in the reaction cavity, which are injected into the reaction cavity through rows of nozzles. There the mixing process and chemical reactions happen simultaneously. The design of nozzles is optimized and all the mediums can mix well in the distance before entering into the optical cavity; thus the gas flow can be simplified as premixed one dimensional flow. The temperature, gas density and flow velocity are assumed to be constant here.
The reactions in the reaction cavity are concerned with the solving reactions of iodine molecules and reactions of three oxygen energy levels with the two energy levels of iodine atoms, and also with other molecules. The whole reaction system is very complicated. A detailed study about chemical reaction system is presented in ref. [7] , a reaction model used in ref. [16] including 21 reactions is used in this calculating model, and some of the rate constants also make use of refs.
[13ü15] as a reference. Photon transition I * + hv I + 2hv 5 s
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In table 1, those reactions of components X i which do not participate in laser radiation can be expressed with a common equation:
Here all reactions are dealt with as irreversible and the reversible pumping reaction is regarded as 2 reactions. The producing rate of the density of the i-th component (denoted with [.] ) which does not participate in laser radiation can be expressed as
Here the suffix r is the serial number of chemical reactions, α ri and β ri are the molar ratio of the i-th component of reactants and resultants, k r is the rate constants of the i-th reaction, u is the gas flow velocity and x is the coordinate streamwise direction. h and v are the Plank constant and frequency of photons.
The equilibrium constant of reactions (1) and (2) K e = 0.75exp(401.4/T) (here T (unit: K) is the gas temperature), K e = 2.9 at room temperature (298 K), and in this case a population inversion exists in chemical equilibrium if the content of O 2 ( 1 ∆) is greater than 15% of the total oxygen. Generally, the temperature in a flowing COIL cavity is lower than the room temperature and it is favorable to the population inversion. The concentration of atomic iodine is about 3% of that of molecular oxygen and each iodine atom is repumped and cycled many times throughout the flow field during the lasing process.
If the iodine molecule is assumed to be decomposed completely and the iodine atom is a two energy level system, then 1 2
where n 1 and n 2 are the population of the ground and excited state (or the lower and upper energy level) of the atomic iodine, respectively. n 0 is the total population of atomic iodine. The total population of atomic iodine, n 0 , is constant if all the iodine molecule is decomposed, and increased as the iodine molecule is decomposed when iodine molecules existed at the entrance.
Gain saturation equation for supersonic COIL performance modeling-deduction of SGK model
In the SGK model, the gas kinetic equations that describe the translational velocity distributions of particles in the upper and lower iodine energy levels are presented and a method for solving these equations is developed. In the deduction of this model, a gain coefficient related to the translational velocity of lasing particles is introduced: (1), it can be assumed reasonably
where f is the total velocity distribution function of particles in the upper and lower laser energy levels. From eqs. (3) and (4), we have
The kinetic equations for the electronic energy levels and the equation of radiative transfer can be written respectively as . k e is the elastic collision characteristic rate and it is proportional to the number density of all particles and the collision-frequency. k p is the deactivation rate, r is the pumping rate of the upper laser level. I is the optical intensity. c and ν Ty are velocity of light and thermal translation velocity of laser particles along the centerline of the resonator mirrors, respectively. f ν is the frequency distribution function of photons and k s is the increment rate of iodine atom of per unit interval of translational velocity in per unit volume obtained from the decomposition of iodine molecules. Here r = k f n ∆ , 
The equation for g T can be deduced from eq. (6) as
It is impossible to obtain an analytical solution from eq. (8) . A double-parameter perturbation method is used to solve eq. (8) 
Here k ν is the radiation characteristic rate. L is the length of the resonator in the streamwise direction. The half-order relations can be obtained from eqs. (6) and (8) as 
is equal to the loss in the laser cavity for a Fabry-Perot resonator, and the loss is independent of the position (the constant gain approximation assumption) [1, 5, 6] , there are
From eqs. (7), (11) and (9), integrating the gain with respect to the apparent frequency, a gain saturation equation is obtained as 
When η >>1, i.e. the homogeneous broadening being predominant (high pressure limit), expanding the error function in eq. (13) gives
When η <<1, i.e. the inhomogeneous broadening being predominant (low pressure limit), eq. (13) gives
These approximate expressions at high and low gas pressure are consistent with the gain saturation expressions of the gas laser [17] .
Under the approximation that the near-resonant energy transition reaction is always in a balanced status, the rate of variation of excited oxygen density along streamwise distance is
where Y is the yield of excited oxygen, 
By combining eq. (14), (17) and the boundary condition of oxygen, the variation of excited oxygen yield Y, light intensity I along flow direction can be obtained. The calculation of the power can use ) .
It is drastically different from that of the SGK model under the condition of low gas pressure.
Results and discussions
For the performance modeling of COIL, we use the experimental and calculating data of RotoCOIL [3, 16] . The extraction efficiency of the resonator is
In this experiment, the reflectivity of the highly reflective mirror R max = 0.995, the scattering coefficient of the outcoupling mirror S out = 0.004, and the diffraction loss fraction δ = 0.13 [3] . The flow conditions within the laser cavity are deduced from calculation of the RotoCOIL experimental data [3] : the gas temperature T is 167 K, the gas pressure P is approximately 4 torrs, the small signal gain at the entrance is 0.0068 cm −1 , the yield Y 0 = 0.42, the molar flow rate of oxygen Q = 1.395 mol/sec, the dilution ratio is approximately He:O 2 = 4:1, the flow ratio of I 2 and O 2 is I 2 /O 2 = 0.0158 and flow velocity u = 841m/s [14] . According to a numerical simulation [14] of the experiment, the broadening parameter η is about 0.08 according to estimation of calculation. The calculation herein is based on the RotoCOIL experiment, that is, choosing parameters whose effects are considered and their related variables are determined on the basis of experimental data and other parameters are directly taken as the experimental data. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the RotoCOIL experimental data with the calculation results of four theoretical models. The four models are RE and SGK models considering 21 reactions in this paper, the SGK and low pressure limit of RE model in which only the reversible pumping reactions are considered (denoted with SGK1 and low pressure limit model in this paper for advantage, respectively). The calculating conditions are the same as experimental data. It shows that in the whole range of threshold gain where power extraction exists, the output power values of all theoretical models are consistent with the experimental data approximately, but the results of the SGK and SGK1 models are better than those of the RE and low pressure limit of RE models, the optimal threshold gain range (the power P satisfies |P-P max |ĭ0.1, P max is the maximum output power) of low pressure limit model, RE, and SGK and SGK-model are: 0.00044ü0.00250, 0.00043ü0.00235, 0.00039ü0.00176 0.00041ü0.00185 (cm −1 ), respectively. These data indicate that there is comparatively great difference of the predicted optimal threshold gain range between different models, especially the RE and SGK models. Because the threshold gain decides the value of output power, herein to predict the optimal threshold gain exactly is very important to the extraction of power and the design of the optical cavity. It also indicates that the inhomogeneous broadening effect of low pressure has great effect on the performance of COIL. frequency-shift decreases the output power, and reduces the threshold gain range that output power exists in all the models. RE model's results are obviously greater than that of SGK model, and SGK1 model's results are lower than that of RE model but slightly higher than that of SGK model. Fig. 3 shows the effect of the water concentration on the output power. In the case of high water concentration, the existence of water decreases the output power of COIL obviously. The output powers of both RE and SGK model decrease as water concentration increases, but results of SGK model are obviously lower than that of RE model. un-decomposed iodine molecules. This is because the decomposition of iodine molecules increases the concentration of iodine atoms and herein increases the gain value, which is favorable to the extraction of power. But the output power will decrease if the concentration of un-decomposed iodine molecules is too high, and the output power will decrease in low threshold gain case. 6 shows variations of the output power with the threshold gain g th for different temperature T. As the temperature decreases, the output power increases in all RE, SGK and SGK1 models. As temperature decreases, the threshold gain range with high output power also increases obviously. Therefore, a decrease in temperature by means of increasing the expansion Mach number is important for improving performances of the COIL. Fig. 7 shows respectively variations of the output power, the optical intensity I, the saturation degree S (it is defined as 1 − g th /g 00 when strong light signal exists [17] ) and the O 2 ( 1 ∆) yield Y with the distance downstream by using the RE, SGK and the SGK1 models. Here g th = 0.002 cm −1 and other values are taken as experimental data. Fig. 7(a) shows that in all models, the output power increase accelerates near the entrance, and slows down downstream. There is hardly any difference between the out-www.scichina.com put power of SGK and SGK1 model upstream, and output power of SGK model is slightly lower downstream. The output power of the SKG and SGK1 models increases all along the mirror length but it is obvious that the power extraction of the RE model is much quicker and is nearly completed in half of the mirror length. The great difference of power extraction length between SGK and RE model indicates the importance of gain saturation model in the design of optical cavity. Fig. 7(b) shows that the optical intensity of the RE model is much greater than that of the other two models near the entrance and smaller at the exit, and it decreases more rapidly along the streamwise direction. Results of SGK and SGK1-model are approximately the same. Fig. 7(c) shows the SGK and SGK1 model's saturation degree is greater than that of the RE model, and they decrease more slowly, too. As to the variations of the oxygen yield in fig. 7(d) , the SGK model predicts a slower decrease and more residual energy of excited oxygen remains in the exhaust gas that flows out of the laser cavity. There is little difference in the yield of excited oxygen between SGK and SGK1 models in all positions.
